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At all events, the Indian Veddnta has stated, the great problem
" in all its fulness/7 as Philo is said to have done, for the first time,
in Europe1.
The Veddnta has again and again asserted that while m the universe,
which Bmhma appears to have manifested on itself, there is always
apparent strife and discord between each " pair of opposites/9 it itself
is beyond that pair[CT?nrr] while at the same time immanent
in it.
Whether under these circumstances the Veddnta system is Panthe-
ism pure and simple, or no, it is most certain that it is not worthy of
condemnation, unless the Pantheism of European idealists is.
Pantheism, in the sense which. I have referred to at the commence-
ment of this article, while being logically consistent and philoso-
phically correct, possesses certain advantages which even "imsympathetic
writers on Pantheism have to admit. It ministers moral strength
to men by teaching them that God worketh. in them and through
them. It teaches them to rise above the good and evil of the visible
and temporal world, and to yearn, after eternal rest in the world of
immutable being. It teaches them to sacrifice   egotism and
to glory in being parts and particles of God.
Another writer, Canon Liddon2, equally non-pantheistic in. his
views, says as follows :—
" The great attraction and strength, of Pantheism lies in th.e satis-
faction which it professes to offer to one very deep and legitimate
aspiration; it endeavours to assure man of his real union with the
source of his own and universal life. It is this profound idea, this most
fascinating allurement, that can alone explain the empire which, in
various ages and under various forms, Pantheism has wielded in human
history/5 After referring to the Eleatic, and Indian philosophies,
to the systems of Spinoza, Schelling and Hegel, the writer proceeds
to say " Pantheism often presents a noble plea that God shall not
be banished by modern thought from all real contact with. humanity
... it would make men partakers of the Divine nature. And this,
its religious aim, is, beyond question, a main secret of its power."
1 E. Oaird's <( EvoL Gr. Theo.", Vol. 2,   2 et Elements of Religion." p. 46.
p. 208.

